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Melba Foundation’s Mission
Our Mission

Harness the talents of Australia’s finest classical musicians
Achieve excellence in all aspects of record production, presentation and
marketing.
Build its national and international reputation for excellence
Create a heightened awareness of Australian cultural achievement
Increase investment in our finest artists and their recordings
Preserve a recorded legacy of Australian performers

Our Aim

To promote Australian artists on the international stage
and give them the recognition they deserve

Our Values

Integrity:

Artistic and production excellence

Leadership:

To lead the Australian recording industry in excellence
To lead the classical music industry in Australia

Innovation:

To be at the forefront of all developments in all aspects of
recording and digital delivery

Ar cadi a Lost deser ves honor and r ecogni ti on. Hoor ay for the Mel ba Foundation!
Fanfare (US) November/December 2012
Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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CEO Report
Recordings are so important to orchestral musicians because they shine the spotlight on them and given them prestige among their
colleagues.
Vladimir Ashkenazy, Chief Conductor SSO
A decade ago The Melba Foundation’s label Melba Recordings was an innovative, adventurous newcomer in the highly competitive,
international classical recordings market. Today Melba is Australia’s independent, international flagship and a key cultural ambassador
renowned for combining cutting-edge technology and classical music to produce Australian digital works that rank with the world’s best. Since
2004 the Australian Government has invested $7.2 million - which has leveraged a further $1.72 million in private philanthropic support, and
over $12 million in in-kind support -- to underpin Melba’s mission to record and promote high-quality works by Australian artists and composers.
Melba has exceeded all expectations of what an Australian classical record company can achieve. Its recordings, which are recognised as being
technologically advanced and of the highest sound quality, have received widespread international acclaim. Melba has provided recording
opportunities for the finest emerging and established Australian musicians which has enabled them to achieve the exposure they would not
otherwise receive through an Australian record label. Melba has broken new ground in terms of its large scale recordings, particularly with the
Adelaide Ring which was described recently in Limelight as “momentous which still holds its own”. It has built strong collaborations with
Australia’s leading musical institutions and has received multiple industry awards and countless accolades.

Were it not for Maria Vandamme, the driving force of Melba Recordings, these performances would have gone unnoticed by the
wider world audiences who were not able to make the trip to Adelaide. The quality of the finished recording together with the high
standard of the performances themselves have quite literally stunned international broadcasters and reviewers. Please join us and
help Melba Recordings by funding them so they may grow, consolidate and continue to promote Australian talent both at home and
abroad. Australian performers, and we are many, really need to be buoyed by the possibilities Melba Recordings offers us.
Lisa Gasteen
During the rehearsals back in 2004, I was very keen the Ring be recorded. It was clear to me that history was in the making. But I
also know that virtually no recording company would take on a live Ring recording today because it is so expensive and such a
technical challenge. When Melba stepped in at the eleventh hour, it was a bold and brave decision. Without Melba, it would not
have happened. And I think that from a classical music point of view, this recording is the greatest international ambassador for
Australian music making in recent years – perhaps ever. What the Melba Foundation does for Australian singers and musicians is
invaluable. With Australia being so far away from the rest of the world, Melba is virtually the only channel through which Australia’s
artists can become known internationally. It’s essential that Melba continues its work.
Asher Fisch, Chief Conductor Designate WASO
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CEO Report
This year’s highlights include 13 releases of which 5 are world premieres and 4 of which feature Australian composers, and the successful
launch of Melba Recordings state-of-the-art website which offers high quality downloads; furthering Melba’s profile as an international label of
excellence. These achievements were sadly soured by the Federal Government’s decision to discontinue funding of the Foundation.We have
achieved critical acclaim by being uncompromising. The argument for representing Australian musicians on the world stage remains and only
strengthens as the market for music recordings worsens. Gaining financial support is difficult but achievable. Those who understand the cultural
imperative and who value international profile for our musicians argue that we have provided an excellent return on investment, far more
effective than some of the extravagant advertising campaigns marketing Australia.

Melba has built a very impressive following with the most prominent and influential music reviewers and critics. I was particularly
honoured that the recording of the Turbulent Heart with the Queensland Symphony Orchestra was awarded the Diamant d’Opéra
by the prestigious Opéra Magazine in 2010. Your country is very lucky to have a musical treasure like Melba that is so professional
and so dedicated to excellence in everything it does. The highest praise of all that the critics and musicians have accorded Melba
time and again is its courage for discovering new talents and recording new repertoire (not only Hélène, but recordings like
Massenet, Koechlin, and Vierne). The creative vision of Maria Vandamme to entrust the future of the musical world in the hands of
such talented emerging artists is providing a lasting tribute through the amazing repertoires in Melba's recordings. Melba has
shown that everything is possible if you are passionate about the quality of your work. I urge you to keep supporting this Antipodean
diamond of world music.
OA Guest Conductor Guillaume Tourniaire
To compete with the best, Melba has had to consistently demonstrate its excellence in all areas: performance, production, engineering,
presentation, scholarship, concept and marketing. Its success is demonstrated by the phenomenal number of editorial accolades from the
world’s leading music media outlets; and the many letters of support from emerging and established Australian musicians and composers; as
well as the endorsements from a wide variety of distinguished, internationally prominent Australians, including Sir James Wolfensohn, Baz
Lurhmann, Barry Humphries, Leslie Howard and Barry Tuckwell.

Melba Recordings are unique and essential to the development of recording classics in Australia. In the short time of their existence
they have become highly respected and well known worldwide because of their excellent expertise and high standard they place on
their release. No other organisation in Australia is capable of producing the quality and finish of recordings that Melba Recordings
insist on for their releases. Melba Recordings are releasing quality recordings of tapes from past singers something the ABC seems
incapable of doing. Melba Recordings are also recording and releasing discs of current performers giving work to both established
and promising singers.
Nance Grant MBE
Our musicians no longer have to record overseas – before Melba, no Australian label was taken sufficiently seriously by the world’s classical
music media to enable Australia’s emerging artists to gain the international recognition required to further their careers. These artists faced little
Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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CEO Report
choice but to seek out recording opportunities overseas, potentially resulting in their talents being lost to the Australian cultural community.
Melba has recorded emerging artists who would not otherwise have reached, and been embraced by, worldwide audiences. It has also provided
hitherto unavailable support for mid and late career artists in order to maintain their rightful place on the international stage.

This is an organisation that continually strives for excellence and always achieves this. Australian musicians are remote from the
major cultural centres and need opportunities to develop. Melba gives them that, by insisting on excellence, and not settling for
less. Melba is all about nurturing excellence, developing musicians, and then showcasing them to the world. It is imperative that we
have a body of recordings that preserves and celebrates the achievement of our finest musicians. Where would we be today if we
did not have the recordings that allow us to celebrate the achievements of Dame Joan Sutherland!
Sharolyn Kimmorley AM
The ongoing need for Melba is demonstrated by feedback from the musicians whom we record and who are on our waiting list and the
international media. Melba has surprised the world by demonstrating that from Australian culture something good emerges. When Australian
orchestras tour a frequent comment from reviewers is the surprise that the standard is so high. What we have striven to create is an expectation
for excellence in classical music recording coming from Australia. To be flattered by the surprise of international recognition is something that
should be well and truly left behind.. Melba exists to create international expectations of excellence as the norm.

This extraordinary label … has done so much for Australia’s cultural standing, and for Australian artists, that ongoing financial
support is absolutely vital, if this label is to move forward into the future.
Joachim R. Stossberg, former Classical Product Manager for Deutsche Grammophon,
Decca, Philips Classics and also for the ABC Classics label
Melba’s website places us at the forefront of digital delivery in classical music, and positions us well for the digital age. Digital downloads are
offered in a variety of high quality formats, including CD and Studio Master quality.

Melba has become this country's leader in direct high-quality internet sales of its product, joining a small group of international
retailers offering premium audio-download products.
Anthony Clarke, The Age, 1 December 2011
We secured donations of more than $89,000. Three events were held this year, the first in Brisbane on 29 October where the QSO launched
PURE DIVA with Cheryl Barker in attendance. On 7 November 2011, in association with the VCA, Melba launched PURE DIVA & PUCCINI
PASSION with Cheryl Barker interviewed by Terry Lane. The third event was a fundraising cocktail party at the Malvern Mansion, Stonnington
where Cheryl Barker, Rosamund Illing and Sharolyn Kimmorley performed and our special guest was Jeanne Pratt.
The Foundation’s growing family of Patrons and Benefactors have provided not only generous financial support but also invaluable in-kind
support, assisting our efforts to produce world class recordings of our talented artists.
Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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Building on this success, there is now the opportunity to maximise the value of the Government‘s investment in Melba by growing the recording
catalogue and compete with those of major international companies. Melba is now seeking support to reach the scale needed to sustain an
international market presence and to develop recognition of the Melba brand by international audiences. With a catalogue of 100 CDs, Melba
believes it can sit alongside the top international classical music labels, delivering professional opportunities to Australian artists and composers
along with immense branding value to Australia’s cultural image overseas.

I observed the emergence of Melba Recordings in its early years with interest that quickly translated into admiration. Now, as the
Associate Editor of theclassicalreview.com, I have witnessed it maturing into one of the most compelling artistic propositions to have
ventured onto the international classical recording stage in a generation or more.
Michael Quinn, former Deputy Editor of Gramophone magazine

Maria Vandamme,
CEO Melba Foundation

Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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Corporate Governance Statement
The Melba Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation that promotes Australia’s finest classical musicians and artists in the national and
international music world through recordings of excellence in performance, sound and presentation.
The Melba Foundation is committed to the highest standards of corporate governance and has adhered to all the principles identified in its
agreement with the Federal Government which include: solid foundation for management and oversight; structure the Board to add value;
promote ethical and responsible decision making; safeguard integrity in all our reporting; recognise and manage risk; and recognise the
legitimate interests of stakeholders.
The Foundation has adopted a Board Charter that meets accepted best practice recommendations and a Code of Conduct that Directors agree
to abide by at all times.
Melba Foundation has a contract with Melba Recordings which stipulates its artistic, quality, planning, budgetary, and fundraising requirements.
The Foundation sets the strategic direction, approves all recordings, events and budgets. All accounting is done on an open and transparent
basis and both Melba Foundation and Melba Recordings accounts and practices are audited each year. Melba Foundation accounts are in
essence a summary of the detailed accounts in Melba Recordings, aside from CD sales incomeii. The Finance Sub-Committee approve both the
Melba Foundation and the Melba Recordings accounts which are presented as both P&L and at the corresponding detailed transactions level.
These details are included in the quarterly monthly management accounts presented to the Australia Council and the Directors are satisfied with
the high level of detail and the propriety of managing funds. Both organisations manage the budgets very closely, within the required
parameters and both are solvent.
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Distribution
All Melba releases are distributed internationally via three methods:
1. Internet sales on the Melba website (www.melbarecordings.com.au) and the major on-line music retailers such as Amazon.
2. Supplied directly to customers at events or via phone or mail order
3. Supplied to shops via distributors in countries as follows:
Country
Australia
Austria
Czech Republic
Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Japan
New Zealand
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
USA

Distributor
Pantheon Distribution
Gramola
Euromusica
Fuga Oy
Integral
Klassik
Shun Cheong Records
King International
Ode
Euroton Music AB
Musik Vertrieb
Proper Note
Albany
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Releases in 2011-2012
There were 13 releases this year which include the three recordings below.

Liszt Wagner paraphrases
Asher Fisch, piano
Recorded October 2011

From the house of Master Böhm
John O’Donnell, harpsichord
Recorded December 2011

Bohemian Rhapsody
Benaud Trio: Lachlan Bramble, violin; Ewen Bramble, cello; Amir Farid, piano
Recorded January 2012
Also, the narration for Smoke Encrypted Whispers was recorded in March 2012; the music was recorded last financial year.

Artists
All artists recorded this year are Australian except Asher Fisch. Maestro Fisch conducted the Adelaide Ring in 2004 and will take up the
position of Principal Conductor and Artistic Adviser of the West Australian Symphony Orchestra for a period of three years, commencing with
the Orchestra’s 2014 season. All this year’s releases feature Australian artists except for ELAN, conducted by Guillaume Tourniaire. Maestro
Tourniaire is a frequent guest conductor in Australia.

Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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Releases in 2011 – 2012

Downloads
available

Physical
release

Aug-11

Aug-11

1 SACD

Oct-11

Oct-11

1 SACD

Nov-11

Nov-11

1 CD

Dec-11

Dec-11

May-12

May-12

May-12

Jun-12

May-12

Jun-12

CD

May-12

Jul-12

2 SACDs

May-12

Jul-12

2 CDs

Jun-12

Jul-12

Jun-12

Sep-12

Jun-12

Sep-12

Jun-12

Oct-12

#

Catalogue #

Name

1

MR301130

Elan

1 SACD

2

MR301131

Arcadia Lost

3

MR301110

Puccini≡Passion

4

MR301132

A Lotus Blossoming

5

MR301137

The Virtuoso Piano Music of George
Frederick Boyle

CD

6

MR301138

The Romantic Clarinet

CD

7

MR301139

Benaud Trio

CD

8

MR301141

Liszt W agner Paraphrases

9

MR301133-4

ASHER FISCH W AGNER
Der Ring des Nibelungen Highlights

10

MR301135-6

The Art of Nance Grant

11

MR301140

Smoke Encrypted W hispers

CD

12

MR301143

From the house of MASTER BÖHM

CD

13

MR301142

Bohemian Rhapsody

CD
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Releases in 2011 – 2012
ELAN
Simply put, this is another remarkable find from an increasingly essential label. A strong contender for my disc of the year.
The Classical Review (US) 28 November 2011
… like fireworks of colour and atmosphere; it is joyous, sparkling, dramatic and solemn all at the same time.
Opus Haute Définition (France) (trans.) 7 November 2011
. . . an audacious program and a beautiful artistic achievement.
CLASSIQUE NEWS (France) 15 November 2011
… the performances are excellent and sound magnificent.
Paul Turok’s Website (US) (September 2011)
It would be hard to imagine better performances...Guillaume Tourniaire and his orchestra bring it off perfectly...a winner.
Fan fare (US) January/February 2012
French maestro Guillaume Tourniaire continues his series of incandescent recordings on Melba with ballet music from Saint-Saëns’
neglected operas, imbuing this lost music with the greatest energy, love and life-force.
Tourniaire is rapidly establishing himself as one of the most exciting and satisfying musical voices among the new generation of
conductors. He draws stellar performances from the forces of Orchestra Victoria.
This superbly recorded SACD offers a chance to discover many of Saint-Saëns’ exquisitely orchestrated musical jewels; ballet
divertissements that embody the essence of good taste and refinement beloved of belle époque France.
Saint-Saëns' passion for historic subjects led him to rework archaic music into masterful pastiches imbuing the imagined past of his
operas with scenes of dramatic splendour. The resultant pieces are melodic masterpieces in miniature.
Elan opens with two dances from Henry VIII, an exotic and seductive Gypsy dance coupled with Fête de Hublon, a euphoric celebration
of the end of hop picking season.
The music from Ascanio, in the form of an elaborate entertainment for the kings of Spain and France, is set in the gardens of François I’s
palace of Fontainebleau. Reynaldo Hahn described this ballet sequence as a ‘supreme triumph of taste and elegance—the entire
Renaissance in a few pages’.
The opera Etienne Marcel’s revolutionary theme, with the patriotic French straining against the shackles of tyranny, is given counterpoint
in Saint-Saëns’ suave ballet music. These entertainments offer sophisticated repose from the cut and thrust of the story yet maintaining
an underlying masculine energy and grace.
Les Barbares, was written for outdoor performance at the magnificent Roman amphitheatre in Orange. Its bloodthirsty tale of conquest,
sacrifice and revenge is reflected in the darkest and most brooding music on this CD. Its climax in the triumphant Air de Ballet and
Farandole, though, is bursting with the same Dionisian athleticism greatly admired in Saint-Saëns’ famous Baccanale from Sampson and
Delilah.
Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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Releases in 2011 – 2012
ARCADIA LOST
Arcadia Lost deserves honor and recognition. Hooray for the Melba Foundation!
Fanfare (US) November/December 2012
…we also need to look at far off places like Australia for the best in classical music.
Fanfare II (US) May/June 2012
The exquisite orchestration of this work shows Vaughan Williams at his most imaginative. **** 4 stars
SA-CD.NET (UK) 18 December 2011
The disc is so well recorded that the SACD process means that the instruments seem to come out of thin air rather than the orchestra.
Paul Turok Website (US) January 2012
unmissable.... one of the most beautiful SACDs from the start of 2012.
Opus Haute Définition (France) 6 February
2012glittering…glorious…sumptuous
Australian Hi Fi (Australia) January/February 2012
Conductor Mark Wigglesworth directs the Sydney Symphony Orchestra, Cantillation, soloists Michael Dauth (violin) and Roger Benedict
(viola). Recorded live at the Sydney Opera House. Tenor Steve Davislim sings with the Hamer Quartet and pianist Benjamin Martin.
Arcadia Lost, a luxurious Surround Sound spectacular SACD, is a banquet for lovers of British music featuring Vaughan Williams’ The
Lark Ascending, Flos Campi and On Wenlock Edge together with Benjamin Britten’s Sinfonia da Requiem.
The Lark Ascending Michael Dauth’s glistening solo violin evokes the lark’s swirling flight in the summer haze of Vaughan Williams’ The
Lark Ascending.
Flos Campi "flower of the field" The Song of Solomon, one of the greatest love poems in all literature, is at the heart of Vaughan
Williams’ Flos Campi. The SSO’s Principal Viola Roger Benedict gives glorious voice to this most passionate piece for viola, chorus and
orchestra.
Sinfonia da Requiem Mark Wigglesworth gives an explosive performance of Britten’s Sinfonia da Requiem drawing virtuoso
contributions from all members of the Sydney Symphony Orchestra.
On Wenlock Edge Tenor Steve Davislim brings the greatest tenderness and drama to the rustic stories at the heart of A.E. Hausmann’s
A Shropshire Lad poems. The brilliant young Hamer Quartet and pianist Benjamin Martin vividly underscore the tumultuous emotions of
the work.
Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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Releases in 2011 – 2012
PUCCINI = PASSION
Cheryl Barker... takes the listener to the emotional heart of the music. ‘Magnificent’
Opus Haute Définition (France) 12 January 2012
Barker’s is a cut above [Puccini recitals on the market] and I have no reservations about recommending it to the curious.
Fanfare May/June 2012
This is a very attractive disc, well recorded and with excellent orchestral playing. Admirers of Cheryl Barker need not hesitate:
Go out and buy!
Fanfare May/June 2012
one of the best available Puccini aria recordings...you might find you need a fresh box of tissues close at hand. *****4½ stars
SA-CD.NET (UK) 16 December 2011
This acclaimed recording is now re-released in Super Audio CD surround sound with a newly remastered CD layer and luxurious
presentation booklet edition
Cheryl Barker first broke the hearts of audiences worldwide as Mimì in Baz Luhrman’s imaginative production of La bohème.
In Puccini ≡ Passion the radiant Barker delivers beguiling performances in a panoply of Puccini’s heroines in favourite arias.
This Super Audio CD is for all lovers of Puccini, encompassing his most popular soprano arias from Manon Lescaut, Tosca, La bohème
and Madama Butterfly, one of Barker’s favourite roles, and ending with two little known treasures, E l’uccellino and Sole e amore
Puccini famously liked to write about "little women", but he gave them "big" music, which is one thing that makes Cheryl Barker so ideal an
interpreter of his soprano roles ... her lyric soprano, with an indefinably sweet vibrancy built in to the tone, adds immeasurably to her
appeal. With that vibrancy comes a sense of vulnerability, which helps her bring the characters alive in both vocal and dramatic terms ...
This most welcome disc allows her to present an overview of Puccini's women from the very beginning. Rodney Milnes
In a departure from his usual repertoire Richard Bonynge brings fresh imagination and sparkle to Puccini’s masterful orchestral palette.
Now we can savour Cheryl Barker’s true verismo art, with a variety of arias from the best-loved as well as lesser-known Puccini operas.
Music and Vision (UK)
Puccini ≡ Passion is included in Limelight magazine’s bumper 100th edition celebration: “the 100 greatest CDs ever reviewed in the
magazine.”
Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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A LOTUS BLOSSOMING
…an impassioned and committed performance... not just technically superb but spiritually intense too.
The Classical Review (US) 6 April 2012
Melba’s spot-on quartet recording...fares brilliantly
Music and Vision (UK) 13 December 2011
…a refined, cogent reading, intimate and beautifully weighted.
Sunday Times (UK) 4 March 2012
...comes vibrantly to life...exquisitely realised **** 4 stars
Sunday Herald Sun (Australia) 1 July 2012
Ensemble Liaison David Griffiths (clarinet), Svetlana Bogosavljevic (cello) and Timothy Young (piano), testify to the joy at the heart of
chamber-music collaboration. The raison d’être of the ensemble is to showcase a diversity of musical partnerships and explore eclectic
repertoire.
ZEMLINSKY: Trio in D minor, Opus 3 for Clarinet, Cello and Piano
In the madness of their policy of ethnic cleansing German culture, the Nazi party banned Zemlinsky’s music as degenerate “Entartete
Musik”, a dangerous insult, now held as a badge of honour.
Zemlinsky’s lyrical trio in D minor hails from the sunny period of his youth written under the influence of Brahms and the great AustroGerman tradition, displaying the romantic lyricism that is at the heart of his musical nature.
Although darkly set in a minor key it bristles with the composer’s youthful virility and passion with virtuosic writing for all instruments. The
trio offers ample opportunity for each of the Ensemble Liaison players to shine.
MESSIAEN: Quartet for the End of Time (Quatuor pour la fin du temps)
For the Messiaen Ensemble Liaison are joined by Wilma Smith, renowned concert master emeritus of the New Zealand Symphony
Orchestra and concert master of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.
The miraculous Quartet for the End of Time was composed and premiered during Olivier Messiaen’s internment in a German POW
camp. That Messiaen could create such a wondrous-strange piece as this under these circumstances is a testament to the undeniable
need of his genius to find a voice.
Messiaen uses fragments of melody copied from bird-song. Birds offered him a sense of liberation from his prison’s barbed-wire: “They
are our desire for light, for stars, for rainbows, and for jubilant songs.”
Ensemble Liaison revels in Messiaen’s challenges with rhythmic piquancy, vivid tonal colour and extremes of dynamic.
Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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THE VIRTUOSO MUSIC OF GEORGE FREDERICK BOYLE
Another triumph for Melba...an inspired series of releases that have restored unjustly neglected music to the catalogue
Audiophilia (Canada) 18 June 2012
...magisterial performances...such a valuable celebration of this forgotten part of our national musical heritage. ****4½ stars
Limelight (Australia) July 2012
A pianist whose performances were lauded on three continents
Classical Music Magazine 5 May 2012
magisterial performances...... a valuable celebration of this forgotten part of our national musical heritage.
Limelight 1 July 2012
World premieres of forgotten piano works of George Frederick Boyle, a virtuoso protégé of Busoni, who in his time was recognised as
one of the great piano soloists.
The musical cascades emanating from illustrious Australian pianist Timothy Young’s keyboard offer us insight into the immense
technical capability, the aesthetic and the personality of George Frederick Boyle.
Ballade is one of Boyle’s most effective solo piano pieces and a great introduction to his rapturous style. The Ballade’s impressive
edifice is a powerful statement in the great romantic keyboard tradition.
Boyle’s epic Sonata for Piano is his largest scale solo piano work. All the characteristics of his composition, the outpouring of melodic
invention, his improvisatory approach to form and the restless romantic spirit bursting from the keyboard, are evident in abundance.
Five Piano Pieces are sparkling and innocent miniatures alive with Boyle’s melodic invention but this time in a vein to delight rather
than amaze. Each piece is an exquisite example of musical picture painting, dedicated to one of his close friends.
The Virtuoso Piano Music of George Frederick Boyle is Timothy Young’s debut solo CD on Melba Recordings. Young is highly
respected as a collaborative musician and has previously appeared on Melba Recordings CDs with Ray Chen, Roger Benedict, Cheryl
Barker and Ensemble Liaison, of which he is a founding member.
“Ray Chen...and Timothy Young, whose glittering pianistic upper range catches the ear again, make a superb partnership, suggesting
to the listener what Stravinsky and Dushkin must have sounded like nearly seven decades ago.’ Gramophone review of Stravinsky
Diversions.
Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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Releases in 2011 – 2012
THE ROMANTIC CLARINET

BRAHMS

SCHUMAN

… two of Australia’s most sensitive and poetic musicians. . . . Highlight: Brahms’ emotional complexity.
Otago Daily Times (NZ) 8 September 2012
Melba’s sound quality is clearly superior, rich-toned and very natural sounding – I don’t know how they keep doing it, but they do!
Audiophilia (Canada) 5 October 2012
The rich sounds of clarinet and piano are captured with uncommon warmth and presence . . . a master of his instrument
Classical CD Review (US) 1 August 2012



Performances by Paul Dean and Stephen Emmerson, two of Australia’s most poetic instrumental soloists.



The profundity of Paul Dean’s musical expression coupled with the magnitude and breadth of his instrumental palette make him a worthy
interpreter of Brahms’ tumultuous Clarinet Sonatas.



Dean and long-term collaborator Emmerson draw from Brahms’ Clarinet sonatas an emotional range beyond most instrumentalists.



The emotional turmoil and complexity inherent in these pieces paint a fascinating picture of Brahms emotional state as he approached the
end of his life.



In the Op.120 Clarinet Sonatas Brahms fulminates and rages against the dying of the light; at his waning vitality. Yet in turn these sonatas
offer up tender episodes, finely spun passages seeming to portray a melancholic acceptance of mortality.



Dean offers a simpler realization in transcriptions of three songs from Brahms’ Op. 57 Lieder und Gesänge revelling in the unparalleled
sensual beauty of his tone and phrasing in these affecting songs.



Also included are the enchanting Drei Fantasiestücke, works filled to the brim with love, composed by Brahms’ great friend Robert
Schumann.



Paul Dean, as Artistic Director of the Australian National Academy of Music, the country’s peak music institution, is also the trusted
mentor to the emerging generation of Australian musical talent.



At the Queensland Conservatorium Stephen Emmerson teaches a range of courses in music literature as well as piano, chamber music
and performance practice. He convenes the Doctor of Musical Arts program and is a member of the Conservatorium Research Centre.

Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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Releases in 2011 – 2012
BENAUD TRIO
The musicians form a sharp, close partnership in playing that sizzles with youthful vigour. They uncover the emotional range of
each piece, each with its own piquancy, its own frisson and excitement.
Courier Mail (Australia) 21 July 2012
… will go a long way to establishing these Australian works in the hearts and minds of both the listeners and the new performers.
Limelight (Australia) September 2012
This Australian trio...delights with its precision and youthful vitality. ...sparkling chamber music”
Otago Daily Times (NZ) 29 July 2012
"loud commendation for giving classical aficionados the chance to hear contemporary Antipodean compositions .
Sunday Herald Sun 9 September 2012
The vibrant Benaud Trio rose to national prominence after winning the Piano Trio prize at the 2005 Australian Chamber Music
…clearly exceptional . . . something to cherish! Audiophilia (Canada) 28 August 2012
Competition.
In their debut recording these three young instrumentalists bring great verve to their performances of new Australian repertoire giving an
irrefutable demonstration that contemporary chamber-music can be exciting, attractive and capture the imagination.
World premieres of works by four highly talented Australian composers:
Ross Edwards: creates a unique sound world which seeks to reconnect music with elemental forces and restore such qualities as
spontaneity and the impulse to dance.
Paul Stanhope: weaves fragments of the ‘Dolcissimo Uscignolo’ madrigal throughout this single-movement Trio somewhat in the
manner of half-recalled memories.
Matthew Hindson: displays influences of popular music styles within a classical music context where directness and immediacy are
common features in the much of his music.
Nicholas Buc: covers a range of emotions, on a journey through turbulent action set pieces, sinewy psychological dramas, quirky
character stories, innocent romances, and magical wonderment.
There is more in the Benauds chemistry than just earnest dedication. There is a real excitement for the music. They capture the essence
of youth, talent and joie de vivre.
As distinguished Australian composer Ross Edwards says, ‘The Benaud Trio is just what Australian music needs – excellence combined
with youthful vitality and a dedication to showcasing the new and refreshing the old.’
The ensemble’s name is a tip of the cap to their shared love for cricket and their belief that the performance of the most exalted and
refined of music can sit quite comfortably with a passion for the other riches of culture.
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Releases in 2011 – 2012
ASHER FISCH

LISZT WAGNER PARAPHRASES
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT: Top 5 CDs of the year list and a “coup de cœur de l'été 2012”. Guaranteed to go straight to your heart!
Classique News (France) 12 October 2012
It is a miracle which issues forth through the nuanced and spiritual pianism of Asher Fisch. ...A remarkable release
Classique News (France) 10 August 2012
…a superb recital... Exquisite sounds well-recorded; excellent booklet.
Otago Daily Times (NZ) 1 September 2012
A joy to hear.... Fisch plays with a vengeance, while retaining the steady pulse of a conductor.
HBL (Finland) 29 August 2012

Asher Fisch is one of the most celebrated Wagnerian conductors of our time and brings a symphonic sensibility and lyricism to these
majestic concert showpieces.
This CD offers Wagner “unplugged”; with favourite concert selections distilled and concentrated to their essence. Asher Fisch’s poetic
readings of Liszt’s Wagner paraphrases have been developed through an acclaimed career in the opera houses of Europe.
When a noted conductor offers a recital on the piano, it is a special event. Fisch brings the lyricism of a singer’s conductor to the piano:
his refined sensibility for balance and space combine with impeccable poise and precision to allow Wagner’s melodies to unfold with
breath-taking immediacy and impact.
These performances are Asher Fisch’s gift to the listener: deeply satisfying performances shot through with profound and heartfelt musical
insights, his first piano solo recording.
Removed from the master’s vast orchestral machinations, Fisch’s performances at the piano offer rare insights into the core of Wagner’s
bejewelled music.
Liszt’s paraphrases are more than mere transcriptions, they give heart and soul and expressive voice to the mighty originals, heightened
by Liszt’s own inimitable virtuosity.
In these revealing performances, Fisch displays a depth of scholarship and understanding of historical context, uncovering hints of the
changing and often highly charged relationship between the two great composers; Liszt’s hinting at the origin of the Tristan Chord or later
disrespectfully thumbing his nose at Wagner with the addition of a virtuoso octave scale. Fisch knows where all the bodies are buried in
these scores, and just how to bring out the detail at its most vivid and vital.
Although not widely regarded as a composer of major works for piano, the three exquisite miniatures included on this recording show that
away from the opera house Wagner could craft music on a smaller scale that is both intimate and personal.
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ASHER FISCH

DER RING DES NIBELUNGEN HIGHLIGHTS
a sonic experience that is overwhelming…the balance is impeccable ….Asher Fisch has the full measure of the work.
MusicWeb International (UK) 11 October 2012
**** 4 stars performance/**** 4½ stars sound this remarkable Australian achievement. .... this compelling Australian Ring....
As we have come to expect from Melba the presentation of this set is of the highest quality.
SA-CD.NET (UK) 17 August 2012
...under Asher Fisch's inspired conducting…a powerful, solid presentation of Wagner's masterpiece …
And mention should be made of audio quality—it is rich, resonant and well-balanced, with plenty of impact to satisfy audiophiles.
Classical CD Review (US) 1 August 2012
… the Siegmund of Stuart Skelton really impressed us . . . worth seeking out.
Forum Opera (France) 30 July 2012

A Super Audio Stereo and 5.1 Surround-Sound 2 disc compilation from the landmark complete Melba SOSA Ring which was greeted with
international acclaim.
Reviewers around the world proclaimed it the most exciting sounding Ring.
UK Gramophone described it “the best-sounding Cycle on the market to date, bar none”
The selection comprises the most popular Ring highlights guaranteed to thrill any lover of Wagner’s music.
The internationally acclaimed Melba Ring announced Music Director Asher Fisch as one of the pre-eminent Wagner conductors of the
present era.
Asher Fisch brings his broad early experience in Bayreuth and Berlin with Daniel Barenboim and his extensive immersion in Wagner to
bear in these beautifully crafted performances. His Seattle Ring is now considered amongst the great modern day productions
Singers include the magisterial Lisa Gasteen as Brünnhilde; Stuart Skelton, now a leading Heldentenor as Siegmund; and the late
Deborah Riedel in full flight as Sieglinde.
The Highlights Booklet features Melba’s customary luxurious presentation with 127 pages, libretti in German and English and an essay by
Mike Ashman.
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The Art of NANCE GRANT
opulent timbre...a luminous top in a perfect blend of registers...More please!
Forum Opéra (France), 8 October 2012
…an amazing tribute to the great Australian voice hardly heard beyond its shores…A vocal treat!
Otago Daily Times (NZ) 16 June 2012
This is an excellent tribute to a great singer. Little known outside her own country, now we can all know and appreciate Nance.
Web La Opera (Spain) 11 August 2012
Grant’s vibrant singing… well captured...beautifully heartfelt...Sound quality is excellent
Limelight (Australia) August 2012
Nance Grant is one of the most memorable and majestic artists to have appeared on the Australian operatic stage. Possessed of a voice
with beauty and power, an ease of technique, a perfection of phrasing and taste that cemented her place in the hearts of Australian music
lovers.
This long overdue tribute presents one of the great Australian voices in recordings previously thought lost. Nance Grant chose to stay
close to her family in Australia rather than pursue an international career, even though Sir Edward Downes insisted he could ‘fill her
books’ with performances in Britain and Europe.
The original tapes from radio broadcasts of the ‘60s and ‘70s have been carefully restored.
A rare treat for lovers of the voice, offering for those who never had the opportunity to hear her, the gift of discovering a voice of
magnitude and generosity and for music lovers who grew up hearing her on stage the chance to reacquaint themselves with her artistry.
The recordings represent significant landmarks in the development of opera in Australia:
The emerging Victorian State Opera’s enormously successful Idomeneo, re di Creta, and Maria Stuarda under the inspired direction
of Richard Divall
Australian Opera’s Ariadne auf Naxos, Fidelio and Tannhäuser with Sir Edward Downes
One of the first of the Australian Opera/Australian Broadcasting Corporation collaborations in presenting concert performances of
Wagner operas with Nance Grant as Sieglinde in Die Walküre under the direction of Leif Segerstam.
The program also pays homage to Nance’s considerable concert career, including a complete song recital with pianist Geoffrey Parsons,
Wagner’s Wesendonck Lieder and an excerpt from Mendelssohn’s Elijah.
The deluxe booklet includes informative historical notes and an appreciation from former Artistic Director of Opera Australia Moffat
Oxenbould, and Jeremy Vincent, Corporate Communications Manager, The Arts Centre Melbourne.
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SMOKE ENCRYPTED WHISPERS
Poetry by Samuel Wagan Watson
Reading by Ron Haddrick
Music performed by Southern Cross Soloists

Smoke Encrypted Whispers is a cycle of 23 poems by leading Australian poet Samuel Wagan Watson.
In Southern Cross Soloists’ musical sequence Smoke Encrypted Whispers each of Watson’s poems is followed by a brief
musical reflection from one of 23 Brisbane composers.
Southern Cross Soloists’ peerless skill and diverse palette of wood-wind, piano and voice colours are thrillingly exploited in
widely contrasting musical miniatures.
The reading is performed by distinguished Australian actor Ron Haddrick OBE.
The thread of Watson’s words unifies this variegated tapestry. Smoke Encrypted Whispers offers tales of Samuel’s personal
dreamtime and gives a vivid and touching picture of growing up in suburban Brisbane.
Watson’s Brisbane is a Grimm’s fairy-tale world, where half-seen spectres and almost intelligible murmurs inhabit the night and
hideous metal gorgons sneer and yowl at the searing light of the day.
Although offering insight into the spirituality of an indigenous experience in urban Australia, Watson’s poetry taps into a
mythology – as well as fears, heartbreaks and humour that are shared rather than alien.
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FROM THE HOUSE OF MASTER BÖHM
Georg Böhm (1661–1733)
John O’Donnell: harpsichord

Spirited and musicalogically authoritative performances of Georg Böhm's keyboard suites and chorale partitas by renowned Bach scholar
John O'Donnell.
O'Donnell imbues the exuberant dance movements in Böhm’s suites with rustic energy, lilt and swing.
In the suites' slow movements O'Donnell demonstrates the uncanny ability to make his plucked instrument sing, the oft expressed ideal of
centuries of the finest instrumentalists. In achieving this ideal he is aided by the angelic resonance of his 1995 William Bright
Harpsichord.
Böhm’s extravagant “stylus phantasticus” passages, features of his choral partitas, are executed by O’Donnell with Dionysian sparkle.
The whole of O’Donnell’s performance is informed by a life of scholarship at the cutting-edge of early music performance. His
performance eloquently articulates how much more that there is in Böhm’s music than the mere notes on the page.
The earthy quality characteristic of many of Böhm's pieces harks back to the instrumental dances of earlier times, yet his suites of dance
movements also look forward to their zenith in the keyboard suites of J.S. Bach.
Böhm’s music comes down to us almost exclusively via manuscript copies from the Bach family’s collection, at least one piece having
been copied in the house of master Böhm by a fifteen year old J.S. Bach.
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BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY
Music by Bedřich Smetana, Antonin Dvořák, Freddie Mercury
Amir Farid, piano
Ewen Bramble, cello
Lachlan Bramble, violin
The exciting Benaud Trio leapt to national prominence on winning the Piano Trio prize at the 2005 Australian Chamber Music
Competition.
In the follow-up to their critically acclaimed debut recording of Australian Piano Trios on Melba, Benaud Trio now immerse
themselves in two pieces at the core of the piano trio repertoire: Smetana’s magnificent Trio op.15 and Dvořák’s beloved
Dumky.
The recording concludes with one of the Trio’s immaculate concert encores, Nicholas Buc’s reworking of Freddie Mercury’s
‘Bohemian Rhapsody’.
Benaud Trio’s earlier ‘Stairway to Heaven’ remains an all-time YouTube favourite for piano trio.
The Dvořák Dumky trio was one of the first pieces that Benaud Trio performed together as an ensemble and has endured as
one of their favourites. Its melodic richness and unabashed romanticism have been cherished by the members of the
ensemble throughout their musical lives.
The Benaud Trio combine in their performance the unalloyed joy of exploring a wide range of the musical canon with a steely
dedication to achieving greatness
As distinguished Australian composer Ross Edwards says, ‘Benaud Trio is just what Australian music needs – excellence
combined with youthful vitality and a dedication to showcasing the new and refreshing the old.’
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Previous Releases
Melba Recordings Releases (prior to 2002)
Amoureuse: Sacred and Profane Arias (Massenet)

CD

Richard Bonynge, Rosamund Illing

Massenet: His Life and Music (DVD, VHS)

Film
(documentary)

Richard Bonynge, Rosamund Illing, various artists/interviewees

Seduction: Tenor Arias by Strauss

CD

Simone Young, Steve Davislim

The Power of Love: British Opera Arias

CD

Richard Bonynge, Deborah Riedel

The Floral Dance & Other Peter Dawson Favourites

CD

David Lloyd-Jones, Gregory Yurisich

Bach: The Leipzig Chorales

2-CD-set

John O’Donnell

Puccini ≡ Passion

CD

Cheryl Barker, Richard Bonynge, Orchestra Victoria

David Tong: Rakhmaninov, Chopin, Liszt

CD

David Tong

La somnambule

SACD

Richard Bonynge, Orchestra Victoria

Grand

CD

Sydney Dance Company, Scott Davie

2-SACD-set

State Opera Company of South Australia, Asher Fisch, Adelaide
Symphony

4-SACD-set

State Opera Company of South Australia, Asher Fisch, Adelaide
Symphony

Melba Foundation Releases to June 2012

Wager: Das Rheingold
Wager: Die Walküre

continued overleaf …
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Previous Releases
Melba Foundation Releases to June 2012
4-SACD-set

State Opera Company of South Australia, Asher Fisch, Adelaide
Symphony

4-CD-set

State Opera Company of South Australia, Asher Fisch, Adelaide
Symphony

SACD

Richard Bonynge, Rosamund Illing

Seduction: Tenor Arias by Strauss
Repackaged, remastered & re-released as SACD

SACD

Simone Young, Steve Davislim

The Power of Love: British Opera Arias
Repackaged, remastered & re-released as SACD

SACD

Richard Bonynge, Deborah Riedel

The Floral Dance & Other Peter Dawson Favourites
Repackaged, remastered & re-released as SACD

SACD

David Lloyd-Jones, Gregory Yurisich

Believe in Love: Rare French & Italian Opera Arias

SACD

Richard Bonynge, Elizabeth Whitehouse, Orchestra Victoria

Shostakovich: Symphony No.10 in E minor

SACD

Alexander Anissimov, Australian Youth Orchestra

Back from Oblivion

CD

Nick Byrne, David Miller

Gothic Toccata

CD

Calvin Bowman

CD

Roger Smalley, Australian String Quartet, Darryl Poulsen, Paul
Wright

SACD

Pei-Jee Ng, Pei-Sian Ng, David Tong

2-SACD-set

Guillaume Tourniaire, Orchestra Victoria, Rosamund Illing, Steve
Davislim

Wager: Siegfried
Wager: Götterdämmerung
Amoureuse: Sacred and Profane Arias (Massenet)
Repackaged, remastered & re-released as SACD

Through a Glass Darkly
Phoenix Story
Hélène / Nuit Persane

continued overleaf …
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Melba Foundation Releases to June 2012
Tzigane

SACD

Kristian Winther, Anthony Romaniuk, Michelle Wood

Encore My Good Sir

SACD

Lin Jiang, Ben Martin

Rhapsodie

SACD

Ben Jacks, Barry Tuckwell, The Queensland Orchestra

Cherry Ripe

SACD

Deborah Riedel, Richard Bonynge, Arcadia Lane Orchestra

Winterreise

SACD

Steve Davislim, Anthony Romaniuk

Benjamin Britten Folksong Arrangements

SACD

Steve Davislim, Simone Young

Beloved of the Gods: Mozart and Mendelssohn

SACD

Dean Emmerson Dean, Tinalley String Quartet

Sublime Mozart

SACD

Paul Dean, Grainger Quartet, The Queensland Orchestra

Turbulent Heart: Music of Vierne & Chausson

SACD

Steve Davislim, Guillaume Tourniaire, The Queensland Orchestra

The Galant Bassoon

SACD

Matthew Wilkie, Kees Boersma, Neal Peres Da Costa

J.S. Bach Organ Sonatas, BWV 525-530

SACD

Christopher Wrench

Volupté

CD

Roger Benedict, Timothy Young

Stravinsky: Diversions

CD

Ray Chen, Timothy Young

Rakhmaninov

CD

Leslie Howard

PURE DIVA: Tribute to Dame Joan Hammond

SACD

Cheryl Barker, Guillaume Tourniaire, QSO
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Melba Foundation Releases to June 2012
Elan

SACD

Guillaume Tourniaire, Orchestra Victoria

Arcadia Lost

SACD

Sydney Symphony Orchestra, Mark Wigglesworth, Michael Dauth, Roger
Benedict, Steve Davislim, Hamer Quartet, Benjamin Martin, Cantillation

Puccini≡Passion

SACD

Cheryl Barker, Richard Bonynge, Orchestra Victoria

A Lotus Blossoming

CD

ENSEMBLE LIAISON: David Griffiths, Svetlana Bogosavljevic, Timothy
Young. Guest artist: Wilma Smith

The Virtuoso Piano Music of George
Frederick Boyle

CD

Timothy Young

The Romantic Clarinet

CD

Paul Dean, Stephen Emmerson

Benaud Trio

CD

Benaud Trio: Lachlan Bramble, Ewen Bramble, Amir Farid

Liszt Wagner Paraphrases - Asher Fisch

CD

Asher Fisch

ASHER FISCH WAGNER
Der Ring des Nibelungen Highlights

2-SACD-set

State Opera Company of South Australia, Asher Fisch, Adelaide
Symphony (refer website for others)

The Art of Nance Grant

2-CD-set

Nance Grant (refer website for others)

Smoke Encrypted Whispers

CD

Samuel Wagan Watson, Southern Cross Soloists, Ron Haddrick

From the house of Master Böhm

CD

John O’Donnell

Bohemian Rhapsody

CD

Lachlan Bramble, Ewen Bramble, Amir Farid
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Achievements
As per the indicators specified in the Melba Foundation Business Plan:
CORE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

2011-2012 OUTCOMES

COMMENTS

One CD by young/emerging artist

A second recording of the Benaud
Trio

These three young instrumentalists based in Adelaide and
Melbourne bring great verve to their performances of classical pieces
as well as their important Australian repertoire. They capture the
essence of youth, talent and joie de vivre together with a steely
determination to achieve greatness.

Positive media reviews

All reviews positive

All 107 reviews were excellent, with 79% of the total being
international and 25% noting excellence in sound quality.

Sales

Sales in line with the number of
releases.

External review panel feedback

Highly favourable

Two external experts, Peter Burch and Anthony Clarke completed
highly favourable reports on this year’s releases.

Favourable media reviews

Achieved

Many outstanding comments about sound quality and an in-depth
review of downloads on our new website.

Favourable feedback from artists

Achieved

Artists have passionately endorsed Melba’s excellence.

Artistic/Repertoire

Sales numbers per CD as planned according to release date. The
decision was made to delay some releases for several reasons,
primarily due to resourcing and the need to stagger.

Technical Excellence
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CORE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

2011-2012 OUTCOMES

COMMENTS

All recording projects documented

Achieved

Project budgets met

Achieved

Budgets are formally reviewed every quarter and any variances
investigated and managed.

$93,500 in development income
achieved

96% achieved

A total of $89,862, raised from donations, events and raffle ticket
sales.

Development Program
documented. Philanthropic
proposal template and Patrons
program prospectus established

Achieved

Development Program

Governance/Administration
Full staffing achieved within
budget

Managed staffing within budget by
appointing consultants

Undertake review and commence
recruitment for gaps in skill areas.

Achieved

Rolling process for review of risks
& Melba’s risk mitigation process

 Achieved

Further restructuring of staff roles and responsibilities to streamline
procedures and improve quality assurance.
Actioning plans for future funding.

Sales & Marketing
Implement on-line sales strategy
targets

Implemented in August 2011

Develop and implement new
targets for marketing

Progressing

Melba Foundation Annual Report 2011-2012
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CORE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

2011-2012 OUTCOMES

COMMENTS

Meet sales* forecast with
distributors & current on-line sales

Sales in line with the number and
timing of releases.

*Melba Recordings collects all sales income and applies this directly
to the related project’s costs. The details of sales income are
commercial-in-confidence.

Per recording:

All targets exceeded
(Refer overleaf)

All recordings received at least 7 reviews within the first 6 months of
release.

5 favourable reviews,
3 international,
3 technical/sound excellence

Lo and behold, it is by far the best performance I have ever heard of the piece
American Record Guide (US) July/August 2011
An irresistible recital of Stravinsky’s arrangements for violin and piano...Ray Chen (with just the right characterful timbre) and
Timothy Young...make a superb partnership.
Gramophone (UK) July 2011
Everything engages me... I think Ray Chen plays better than Perlman here
Classical CD Review (US) 10 August 2011

Leslie Howard is a colossus among concert pianists...the most authoritative interpretations and performances I’ve heard
The Herald (Scotland) 10 July 2011
Howard has the technique and understanding to play these works brilliantly. The disc is recommended.
Turok’s Choice (US) 19 July 2011
Everything about this disc is superior: sound, packaging, and Howard’s sympathetic performances ««««4 stars
Limelight (Australia) August 2011
There is seldom a disc that arrives for review that creates the excitement and anticipation this one did.’
American Record Guide (US) January/February 2012
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CD Reviews
All 107 CD reviews in this financial year were outstanding, with 79% of the total being international and many noting excellence in sound quality.
The Stravinsky and Rakhmaninov CDs were released last financial year and have continued receiving outstanding reviews.

TOTAL International
Reviews
Mention Sound Quality
Reviews

CD reviews 2011-12

International
Mention Sound Quality

MR301128

Stravinsky (released Nov'10)

6

5

0

0

MR301127

Rakhmaninov (released May'11)

16

12

5

4

MR301130

ELAN (released Aug'11)

27

24

9

6

MR301131

Arcadia Lost (released Oct'11)

19

14

7

5

MR301129

Pure Diva (released Jun'11)

10

9

3

3

MR301110

Puccini Passion SACD (released Nov'11)

7

6

0

0

MR301132

A Lotus Blossoming (released Dec'11)

16

12

1

1

MR301137

Piano Music of Boyle (released May'12)

3

1

1

1

MR301133-4

Ring Highlights (released Jun'12)

2

1

0

0

MR301135-6

The Art of Nance Grant (released Jun'12)

1

1

1

1

107

85

27

21

Grand Total

In the 8 year period that Melba Foundation has received Government Funding we have received an unprecedented number and quality of
reviews, both nationally and internationally. The totals for each release are shown on the following page and the graph illustrates clearly that
the majority of our releases have received at least 18 reviews (Median = 19), with at least 12 of these being international.
I don’t know how they keep doing it, but they do!
Audiophilia (Canada) 5 October 2012
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List of Supporters
Founding Benefactor Dame Elisabeth Murdoch AC DBE
Patron In Chief Her Excellency Ms Quentin Bryce AC, Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia
Founding Honorary Patrons Richard Bonynge AO CBE Commandeur de L’ordre National des Arts et des lettres, The late Sir Zelman Cowen
AK GCMG GCVO, The Earl of Harewood KBE AM, Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire, Member of the Order of Australia,
Lady Potter AC, The late Dame Joan Sutherland OM AC DBE
Ambassadors The Hon Richard Alston, Cheryl Barker, Laurence G Cox AO, Dr Terry Cutler, Paul Dean, Lisa Gasteen, Peter Griffin AM,
Rodney Hall AM, Dr Leslie Howard AM, Dr Alastair Jackson, The Hon Dr Barry Jones AO, Sharolyn Kimmorley AM, Malcolm Long,
Baz Luhrmann, Donald B McDonald AC, Sir Gustav Nossal AC CBE, Marilyn Richardson, Dr Jeffrey Smart AO, Nathan Waks,
Her Excellency Ms Penelope Wensley AO, Grand Officier de l’Ordre National du MÉrite, Governor of Queensland, Maureen Wheeler,
The Hon. E.G. Whitlam AC QC, James D Wolfensohn KBE AO
Principal Benefactors Dr Douglas G Mitchell, Dame Elisabeth Murdoch AC DBE, Jeanne Pratt AC , The Robert Salzer Foundation,
Lady Southey AC
Diamond Benefactor Mr Andrew Sisson
Gold Benefactor Robert O Albert AO & Mrs Libby Albert, Lady Fairfax AC OBE, OAK Foundation
Artistic Benefactors Rick Amor, Chris Deutscher, Barry Humphries AO CBE, Tom Lowenstein, Rod Menzies, The late Margaret Olley AC,
John Olsen AO OBE, Garry Shead, Tim Storrier AM
Benefactor Patrons The Lynley Aitken Trust, The Hon Richard Alston, Betty Amsden OAM, Beleura - The Tallis Foundation,
Terry & Christine Campbell, The Hon. Stephen Charles, Finkel Foundation, Nance Grant MBE, Bill Henson, Patricia O’Donnell, Ms Robin Potter,
Dr Christine Rothauser Chevalier de l'Ordre National du MÉrite, Carol Sisson, The Vizard Foundation, Igor & Claire Zambelli
Patrons Bardas Foundation, Helen Blythe, Di & Lino Bresciani, Diana Burleigh, Peter Clark, Sandy Clark, Peter Clemenger AM,
Nola & Ernest Dawes OBE, Tab & Eva Fried, Helen Gannon, Peter Griffin AM, John M Haddad AO, Peter Hordern, Holding Redlich,
Peter & Karen Kacser, The Hon Rod Kemp, Dr Janine Kirk AM, The late Jenny Lemmoné-Hill, Malcolm & Helen Long, Brian Loton AC,
Peter Lynch, Mutual Trust Pty Ltd, Charles & Maureen Northam, Barry Novy, Jennifer Shaw, Deborah Thomas, David Walsh, Lyn Williams AM
The Melba Chorus Jasmine Brunner, Bernard Capicchiano, Geoffrey Court AO CMG, Terry Fern, Charles K Gibson, David Hough,
Dr Alastair Jackson, Dr Garry Joslin, Peter Kolliner OAM, Wanda Naeff, Graham Rawlinson, Kerryn Shade, Dr Valerie Tarrant,
Geoffrey Tozer Estate, Estelle Wilson, Anonymous (2)
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Directors
Terry Lane, Freelance journalist
Dr Douglas G Mitchell, Ex-Chancellor Swinburne University of Technology
Robert Richter QC
Barry Tuckwell AC OBE FRCM FRSM, Consultant & Conductor
Maria Vandamme (CEO, Executive Member), Executive Producer
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Endnotes
i

The quote “Melba - a label of fragrant distinction”; comes from a review of Rhapsodie: Fantasie: Poème,(MR301117) in Music Web International (UK),
22 March 2009, along with the observation “All credit to the Australian Government for having the percipience to fund it.”
ii

The Finance Sub-Committee are presented with Melba Recordings CD sales income reports which are presented at Board Meetings and are submitted to
the Australia Council as part of the quarterly monthly management accounts.
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